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Designated supplier code number assigned 

by Ford Motor Body and Assembly

The quantity on the master label shall 

be the total in all the subpacks.

Fords prefix and base part number that is 

being shipped.   A space is needed 

between the prefix and base part number 

in both the human readable and in the 

barcode.    

The serial number shall be an unique number 

assigned by the supplier.  The data identifier 

for the serial number shall be "M" instead of 

"S"  The maximum length shall be nine (9) 

alphanumeric characters plus the data 

indentifier (M).  The supplier name, address, 

city, state and zip codes shall be directly 

below the barcode symbol of the serial 

number and be 0.1in high.

Ford's suffix part number used to identify 

the revision of their part number.

The linefeed and R-Code denotes the 

location the material is used within a plant 

and is specific to individual plants.

SHIP TO AREA: The plant name shall be 

abbreviated to five characters in length.  

The human readable plant name shall be a 

minimum of 0.5 inches high and left 

justified. The bar code numerical plant I.D. 

shall be located to the right of the plant 

name.  The words "FORD MOTOR" shall 

be printed as shown and a minimum of 0.2 

inches high. The plant address shall be 

printed on two lines as shown and be a 

minimum of 0.1 inch high. 
NOTES: This label contains two 4 x 6 sections. 

The first label will have the Master Label heading.  

The second label will be the AIAG portion.  These 

two label will make up one FORD AIAG Master 

Label per their requirements. 

- Bar codes shall be the 3-of-9 type.

- The bar heights shall be a minimum of 0.5 

inches.   

P475902

The two digit dock ID (unload location) for 

each part must be included on each load.

The dock ID is sent in the 862 and can 

change.  If the dock ID changes in 862, it 

must be changed on freight
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